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Chapter 1521 

The roar of the snowy lion is incessant. 

Inside the forest, the night breeze rose sharply. 

Li Danggui rubbed his face, a look of grave scruples on his evil face, his suit was also 
blown out of shape by the strong wind, and his silvery white hair danced with the wind. 

A cold and piercing chill emanated from his body as he took a step towards the depths 
of the dense forest of The Eight Formations of Gods and Ghosts. 

“I don’t know if I can delay it or not!” 

A gruff, low murmuring voice emanated from Li Danggui’s mouth. 

His formation attainment was not deep, but it did not mean that he knew nothing about 
formations. 

The formation in front of him, even though it had not been activated, he could feel an 
extremely redundant and oppressive feeling with just a glance with his one-sided 
understanding of formations, giving him a sense of powerlessness that his brain was 
completely inadequate. 

This feeling alone was enough for Li Danggui to guess the terrifying power of the Eight 
Divine Ghost Formation Diagrams. 

As Li Danggui penetrated deeper into the forest, the sound of rapid footsteps and the 
“rustling” of shifting leaves rang out in the distance. 

When Li Danggui looked at them with cold eyes, he vaguely saw two figures walking 
towards him. 

“Heh …… really look up to me, two against one?” 

The corner of Li Danggui’s mouth tugged, revealing a contemptuous and disdainful 
smile, “But now that Chen Dong is not at home, apart from him, which one of you is my 
opponent?” 

The battle with Chen Dong at the Qin family at the beginning was one that he 
remembered particularly fondly. 

However, as a result of the Li family’s genetic modification programme, Li Danggui had 
his own pride and confidence in his heart. 



Although there were many experts around Chen Dong, according to the intelligence 
data, there was not a single one who could make it into his eyes! 

Genetic transformation is a metamorphosis from the deepest level, and this kind of 
transformation into a butterfly is not something that can be compared to ordinary so-
called talent! 

However. 

“Mr. Jiang, you attack and I’ll defend!” 

In the darkness, Zhao Breaking’s voice suddenly exploded. 

The words were crisp and decisive, not dragging in the slightest, very different from his 
usual hangdog appearance. 

“Kirin, listen to the order!” 

At almost the same time, Jiang Qilin’s calm voice resounded through this side of the 
world. 

The contemptuous and disdainful smile on his face suddenly disappeared, and his eyes 
widened in disbelief as he murmured. 

“Jiang …… Jiang Qilin?” 

The next second. 

As Zhao Breaking and Jiang Qilin approached in a hurry, Jiang Qilin’s face was 
revealed in Li Danggu’s line of sight. 

Looking at the figure running wildly towards him. 

Li Danggui’s face turned as white as paper, and his mind went blank for a moment as if 
he had been hit by a hammer. 

His lips were mumbling and he could not help but burst out foul: “Nima …… like a 
fucking dream!” 

“Start the formation!” 

In a flash of lightning, Zhao Breru looked stern and didn’t hesitate in the slightest, his 
hands made a bizarre gesture, immediately the wind swept through his body, and while 
he ran forward, his steps shifted from side to side, looking extremely bizarre. 



He took seven steps in a row, and the moment his last step landed on the root of a large 
tree. 

Buzz! 

In an instant. 

From the rhizome of the big tree underneath Zhao Baolu’s feet, a luminous glow 
miraculously blossomed out, and with a swift speed, it quickly spread towards the 
surrounding trees and bushes. 

The glowing light, though not blinding, was particularly striking in the darkness. 

In the blink of an eye, everything around was covered with a layer of light, gorgeous. 

Gah …… gah …… 

As the glow filled the darkness, a sound of tree stems tightening rang out. 

Li Danggui’s expression changed greatly and he looked at the sound with his very eyes. 

But this glance made his scalp instantly tingle. 

He had night vision! 

In the Li family’s genetic transformation programme, from the moment he was born, 
everything was trained according to the martial arts weapon. 

But now, with his exhausted eyesight, he couldn’t actually see what was going on in the 
direction the sound was coming from! 

It was going to be bad! 

An ominous premonition suddenly struck Li Danggu’s heart. 

Clang! 

Without the slightest hesitation, Li Danggui waved his right hand, but directly drew out a 
soft sword as thin as a cicada wing from his waist and stood ready. 

“Mr. Zhao has profound attainments, Qilin admires him!” 

Jiang Qilin glanced in amazement at Zhao Bailu, who was standing upright on the roots 
of the tree, and gave an arching fist. 



He had been strictly “protected” by the Jiang family since he was a child, and now he 
had reached the age of maturity without understanding the ways of the world, so his 
compliment was more genuine than anything else! 

Zhao Brou couldn’t help but puff out his chest: “I’m kidding! I set up this formation, Mr. 
Jiang, just attack, the area is already a barrel, this little bastard won’t be able to get out!” 

The words of a city rascal were sharp and piercing. 

But when it fell on Li Danggui’s ears, it was like a million needles conking his heart. 

This was a naked insult to him! 

Li Danggui clenched his teeth in anger and shot a deadly glare at Zhao Brelu, then fell 
back on Jiang Qilin’s body, his eyes suddenly turning scornful. 

The Jiang family had always been very protective of Jiang Qilin. 

But after the Sixth Master Jiang had forcibly expelled Jiang Qilin from the Jiang family 
before, this matter had long since become no secret at least among the top clans and 
gentry. 

Li Danggui naturally knew Jiang Qilin’s background! 

This person in front of him was a fierce weapon that had been hammered for thirty 
years by the entire Jiang family behind closed doors, with the strength of the entire clan 
and the majestic heritage of a thousand year old family and gatehouse ……! 

“The qilin dedication!” 

In a moment, Jiang Qilin smiled faintly and was about to step forward. 

But as soon as he took a step, Li Danggui, who was standing by in a strict position, 
suddenly twitched his body and sternly chided. 

“The Jiang family Qilin is now fighting two against one? It’s simply disgraceful for a great 
man!” 

Snap! 

Jiang Qilin’s footsteps gave a beat, and his expression suddenly sank down with some 
resentment. 

Clearly he had been poked by Li Danggui’s words! 



When he saw Jiang Qilin stop, Li Danggui secretly breathed a sigh of relief and was 
overjoyed. 

He had deliberately provoked Jiang Qilin! 

The formation in front of him was already terrifying enough, and Jiang Qilin was also a 
vicious weapon! 

If the formation and the vicious weapon were to come together, then what would be the 
point of playing? 

Li Danggu’s intention was to trigger the formation and stall for time, so that the ancient 
dragonfly in the shadows would have enough time to perform. 

And yet. 

There was silence. 

Surrounded by light, Zhao Broken suddenly viciously spat a mouthful of spit on the 
ground. 

“Damn it! I’ve been in society since I was a kid, and I’ve never heard of any two idiots 
who can bully the few with more people and have to fight them one on one!” 

Zhao Ru crossed his arms with a villainous look, “Mr. Jiang don’t listen to this calf’s 
nonsense, these days you have to bully the few with the many, and if you don’t take 
advantage of a son of a bitch!” 

Li Danggui: “……” 

Jiang Qilin’s face was hesitant as he turned back to Zhao Baolu, “But this is indeed a bit 
shameful!” 

Zhao Brocade waved his hand, “It’s not shameful, it’s called humane!” 

Humanity? 

A flash of colour rose in Jiang Qilin’s eyes and he nodded vigorously, “I understand, 
thank you for teaching me, Mr. Zhao!” 

The words had just fallen. 

Li Danggui’s face had already turned iron blue, he had the urge to vomit blood, and the 
way he looked at Zhao Broke-Ru, he could not wait to directly eat Zhao Broke-Ru alive! 

The next second. 



He gritted his teeth and cursed angrily with all his might, “I groove nima!” 

Chapter 1522 

The angry curses echoed through the dense forest. 

But Zhao Breru was pleased instead of annoyed, and smiled disdainfully: “Cut …… up, 
I’ve heard this from my ears since I was a kid, how old are you?” 

Jiang Qilin: “……” 

Li Danggui: “……” 

Both of them were from noble backgrounds, unruly and untamed, and had been brought 
up with the family training of the noble families. 

However, Zhao’s words, “the world of human kindness”, made Jiang Qilin no longer 
have any qualms. 

He had been expelled from the Jiang family by the Sixth Master because he did not 
understand the ways of the world and had deliberately come to the human world for 
training. 

Now that Zhao Breaking had the heart to teach him a lesson, Jiang Qilin couldn’t be 
more grateful! 

“Is this what the world of people is like? I’ve finally learnt a profound lesson since I left 
the Jiang family, I’ll have to take note of it!” 

This was the thought that went through Jiang Qilin’s mind. 

In a flash. 

Boom! 

A majestic and turbulent Qi energy surged out from Jiang Qilin’s body, like a tidal wave, 
wreaking havoc in all directions. 

The thick fallen leaves on the ground were instantly lifted up by the violent and fierce qi 
energy, turning into fragments and scattering in the air. 

As the qi surged, Jiang Qilin’s entire aura changed dramatically, like a sheathed sword 
pointing straight at the sky, so severe that it seemed to rise up to the sky, wanting to 
tear the night sky! 

The fearful pressure crushed down on Li Danggui. 



Li Danggui’s expression was sunken, and he could not hide the fear in his eyes. 

Facing Jiang Qilin, he even felt like he was facing a churning and turbulent sea, a 
terrifying sense of oppression that made his body tremble and his sweat stand on end. 

Clearly there was not much difference in age between the two, but the strength of the 
two gave Li Danggu a sense of desperation that made him feel dishevelled and 
powerless. 

Was this the fierce weapon that the Jiang family had refined with the strength of their 
entire clan and a thousand years of heritage? 

For the first time among his peers, Li Danggui felt humble, “How can the light of a grain 
of rice dare to compete with the glory of the white moon?” Even when he faced Chen 
Dong, he had never felt this way! 

“Hoo ……” 

Li Danggui exhaled heavily and said, “Ancient Dragonfly, hurry the hell up, or you’ll 
really have to die here today! 

The whirlwind. 

He raised his hand and clasped his fist, solemnly saying, “I am Li Danggui!” 

“Battle!” 

Boom! 

Mighty Qi energy wrapped around Jiang Qilin, and without any unnecessary nonsense, 
just one word was spat out like thunder. 

With that, Jiang Qilin took a step forward. 

Swish swish swish …… 

The trees covered in glittering light around him instantly trembled. 

An invisible, harsh killing intent filled this side of heaven and earth, as if the shadow of 
swords and light were spreading across the long sky. 

This scene, if Zhuge Qing had seen it, would definitely have exclaimed smacking his 
lips. 

After all,…… now in this Tianmen Mountain villa, no one understands the 
consequences of all this before him better than he does! 



Li Danggui’s silver-white hair twitched a bit, his expression was austere, and his qi 
energy then broke out of his body. 

He sensed the harsh killing intent around him. 

But not being well-versed in formations, he was not sure what would happen next! 

Therefore, he directly crossed his soft sword in front of him and took a step back, 
assuming a defensive stance. 

With no change, he would respond to all changes! 

The next second. 

“Kill!” 

Jiang Qilin’s expression was solemn and cold as he suddenly opened his voice. 

Whoosh whoosh whoosh …… 

The dark air instantly resounded with a dense sound of breaking wind, as if ten 
thousand arrows had been fired at once! 

In a flash of lightning. 

A strong sense of crisis engulfed Li Danggui. 

Li Danggui’s face changed greatly, his pupils following closely to the extreme. 

In the snap of his fingers, he exhausted his eyesight and clearly saw countless leaves 
shaking down from the big trees all around the roaming sky, each and every one of 
them blazingly harsh, cutting through the air and swallowing him in unison. 

“Slot!” 

Li Danggui’s heart and soul shook as the leaves came close to him, and he cursed, his 
soft sword instantly wrapped in qi energy, whistling as fast as lightning, bringing up 
fragments of shadow, forming a curtain of sword qi that pushed directly towards the 
countless leaves around him. 

Clang clang clang …… 

The sound of metal clashing with metal resounded intensively. 

There were even clusters of sparks that erupted as the leaves shot out at the soft 
sword. 



It was hard to imagine that a soft leaf could cause such a movement on a sword. 

And yet, it was happening now! 

The leaves fell from the sky and spilled down, sending a wave of qi into the air, so 
powerful that it looked like a leaf blade, devouring Li Danggui. 

From the beginning to the end, both Zhao Breru, who was guarding the formation, and 
Jiang Qilin, who was in charge of the attack, stood in the same place without making 
any other changes, indifferently watching the leaves devouring Li Danggui. 

The mystery of the formation was at its best at this moment! 

The so-called “one burst to stop a thousand armies” can also be seen in the scene 
before us! 

Amidst the sword shadows and metal clashes, the sound of leaves cutting into Li 
Danggui’s clothes and flesh was heard every now and then. 

There was also a muffled grunt of pain from Li Danggui! 

Not far away. 

Zhao Baolu looked at Jiang Qilin’s back with his jaw dropped, all his attention focused 
on Jiang Qilin. 

Even at this moment, he no longer cared about Li Danggui’s death! 

The feeling Jiang Qilin gave him was nothing but a shock, but still a shock! 

“Just by deducing a bit, he can command my Eight Divine Ghost Formation Diagram to 
such an extent, if the complete Eight Divine Ghost Formation Diagram was given to him, 
would he be able to achieve what Old Man Xu did? No, would it be better than Old Man 
Xu?” 

Zhao Broke-Ru’s heart leapt with fear as he speculated. 

“Ah!” 

Suddenly, Li Danggui, who was surrounded and engulfed by the endless leaves, let out 
a roar. 

Boom! 

The majestic and vast sword qi instantly erupted in hundreds and thousands, instantly 
strangling the leaves swallowed down around him in a fierce and domineering manner. 



The power of the sword did not stop there. 

As the sword qi broke through the countless overpowering leaves, the glowing light in 
the entire dense forest of the formation shone brightly. 

With Li Danggui’s sword qi, a one metre diameter pillar of light was formed blatantly, 
rising to the sky and illuminating the night sky! 

A sudden scene. 

The sudden scene caused Zhao Brocade and Jiang Qilin to change their expressions at 
the same time, their pupils shrinking. 

And inside the villa. 

Elder Long, Wu Chang, Zhuge Qing, Chu Reed and Qin Xiao Qian had already 
gathered in the room where Gu Qingying and Fan Lu were at first. 

The Eight Formation Diagram of Gods and Ghosts and the Snowy Lion were warned at 
the same time. 

This matter was not trivial! 

The warning of the formation was only detected by Zhao Brocade and Jiang Qilin, but 
the warning of the Snowy Lion was a blast from heaven and earth, it would be difficult 
not to detect it! 

By the window of the room, there was a sideways glance at the dense forest of 
formations in the backyard. 

At this moment, all the people are gathered at the window, but even if they gather to 
watch, Fan Lu and Wu Chang are standing on the periphery near the door, while Elder 
Long and Zhuge Qing are guarding Gu Qingying left and right, and Chu Reed and Qin 
Xiao Qian are standing in random positions because of their standing. 

The crowd looked at the formation within the dense forest, rising up, incomparably eye-
catching pillar of light, have been shocked dumbfounded. 

Only Chang’s expression, different from the crowd, was incomparably complicated. 

“The person coming is too strong!” 

Zhuge Qing let out a gruff sigh, “If he wasn’t strong, he would never be able to break 
through the blockade confinement of the Eight Formation Diagram of Gods and Ghosts, 
and none of us present would be able to do this!” 



The gruff sigh caused Elder Long and the others’ faces to change greatly. 

Everyone knew that Zhuge Qing had already entered the state of enlightening the Eight 
Formation Diagram of Gods and Ghosts, so Zhuge Qing’s words were tantamount to 
…… authority! 

“Be careful and guard against it, I’m not afraid of that person being strong, but I’m afraid 
that the person in the formation has strong support, it’s the openly repairing the stacks 
and the darkness that will kill you!” 

Elder Long lowered his eyebrows and sighed with a gloomy expression. 

Meanwhile. 

In the front yard of the villa. 

A delicate silhouette came in. 

The ancient dragonfly faced the fierce-eyed snowy lion inside the beast cage, but was 
calm as usual, smiling as she took out a small piccolo as white as bone, about palm-
length, from her pocket. 

“Big White, take a nap.” 

Whirling, her red lips rested on top of the piccolo …… 
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Chapter 1523 

The tune is lilting and gentle. 

It is not harsh, it is gentle and breathes a sense of peace and tranquillity. 

The snowy lion’s ears twitched twice and his nose twitched as he let out a sharp puff of 
air. 

The lion’s eyes, which were originally full of fierce hostility, quickly calmed down, and 
the two lion’s eyes turned as deep as two vast seas, drowsy. 

In just a few seconds. 

The Snowy Lion slowly opened his mouth and yawned, then his eyes closed 
uncontrollably and he slumped to the ground, completely drifting off to sleep. 

This short period of time before and after was an extremely bizarre feeling. 



Who would have thought that a few tunes would be so powerful? 

“Hehe ……” 

The ancient dragonfly put down the bone flute, slowly stepped forward and bit through 
her right index finger, blood seeping out. 

She crouched directly outside the beast cage, unscrupulously stretched her right hand 
into the cage, and with a single finger of blood from her forefinger, she pointed at the 
middle of the Snowy Male Lion’s eyebrow, staining it with a bloodstain. 

From the beginning to the end, the snowy lion did not even react halfway. 

If this scene was seen by Elder Long and the others inside the villa, their jaws would 
definitely drop in shock. 

A fierce beast was already difficult to approach, let alone a fae beast king like the 
Snowy Lion! 

Even Gu Qingying had been trained by Chen Dong on the spot, and only then did the 
Snowy Lion have the idea to protect Gu Qingying. 

Before that, everyone in the villa, except Chen Dong, the Snowy Lion would never allow 
anyone to make such an intimate gesture! 

“Da Bai, have a good sleep yo, I’m going in to do some business.” 

Ancient Dragonfly withdrew his right hand and smiled playfully, then he got up and 
stepped forward to push open the villa door. 

Inside the villa. 

It was quiet enough to listen to a needle. 

Elder Long and the others looked awe-inspiring, their brows filled with vigilance. 

They had all heard the sound of the flute. 

But in just a few seconds, the sound disappeared. 

“Auntie Wu Chang, you are senior and have seen a lot, that flute sound ……” 

Fan Lu frowned sadly and asked Changeless in a worried manner. 

With this question, the eyes of Elder Long and the others also fell on Changeless. 



Among the people present, in terms of age, it was definitely Long Lao who was the 
oldest. 

But in terms of insight, Fan Lu’s words were indeed correct as well. 

The most crucial reason was that Elder Long had spent the first half of his life in the 
Hong Society, and the second half around Chen Daolin, so he had a lot of experience, 
but it was limited to the experience of a powerful family, and his knowledge of the 
secrets of martial arts was extremely “narrow”. 

But he was a top assassin on the Death List of the Hidden Killers, and he was always 
out on his own, travelling and sharpening his skills. 

The knowledge he had accumulated through this kind of lifestyle was far beyond what 
Elder Long had. 

It was just that when the crowd looked at Changeless, they were shocked to find that 
Changeless’ face was extraordinarily grave, and it was as if a cloud of gloom was 
staining his brow, unable to disperse! 

“Impermanence!” 

Elder Long had some palpitations. 

Impermanence’s gaze flickered for a moment as he returned to his senses and exhaled 
heavily, “All get ready, the Gu family is coming, at the moment of necessity, Elder Long 
and Zhuge Qing, the two of you don’t need to get attached to the battle, remember to 
take Miss Gu and drill towards the Eight Formation Diagram of Gods and Ghosts!” 

With a single word, Elder Long and the others’ faces changed greatly. 

This was the meaning of …… not having to fight? 

“Who in the Gu family can make us fight four to one and possibly end up needing to 
take shelter with the help of the formation?” 

Zhuge Qing was stunned and amazed, he knew the power of the “Eight Formation 
Diagram of Gods and Ghosts”, and he also knew the combat power of the four people 
present. 

To put it politely, among the four of them, the strength of Wu Chang represented the 
number one person under Qi Jin, while the strength of the three of them was definitely 
not bad either. 

With the combined strength of the four of them, even if a Qi Jin powerhouse came, it 
would be enough to get around! 



Instead, they might appear to take refuge with the help of the Eight Formation Diagram 
of Gods and Ghosts that could stop a thousand armies! 

“The Gu family has Cang Yue!” 

Wu Chang squeezed a sentence out of his teeth, “That’s someone that even Dao 
Monarchs have to be afraid of, if it wasn’t for Gu Cang Yue back then, the Gu Family 
would have been wiped out long ago, I hope it’s not him that’s coming!” 

“Gu Cang Yue ……” 

Elder Long’s brows sank as if he thought of something. 

The room, with these words from Changless, also became extraordinarily oppressive 
and tense. 

Snapping …… Snapping …… 

The sound of footsteps suddenly came from the corridor outside. 

It was not too fast or too slow, as if it was a leisurely step. 

But when it fell into the dead silence of the room, it was like a big thunder. 

In a flash. 

Both Changeless and Fan Lu stepped forward at the same time and took up a fighting 
stance. 

No matter who it was, their priority was to protect Gu Qingying, even if it was Gu 
Cangyue, they would not hesitate to fight for their lives! 

And Elder Long and Zhuge Qing also raised their hands at the same time, pulling Gu 
Qingying back and leaning against the window. 

Long Lao said to Zhuge Qing with a sideways glance, “Zhuge, my young lady is in your 
hands! If you can’t rush out, jump off the building, and I’ll surround myself with them!” 

“Elder Long, you’re not with me?” 

Zhuge Qing’s brows knitted together. 

Long Lao looked back out of the window and said, “Do you think at my age, jumping 
from a building with Young Madam is not too high, but guess if my bones will fall apart?” 

Zhuge Qing: “……” 



At that very moment. 

Knock knock knock …… 

A knock sounded on the door. 

The crowd was instantly confused and looked at each other. 

They were beating on the door, and they were still so polite? 

Immediately following, the ancient dragonfly outside the door smiled and asked, “Can I 
come in?” 

Four simple words. 

But it made Gu Qingying’s delicate body tremble, and her whole body leaned against 
the windowsill, indignation and anger surfaced on her pretty face, and her eyes even 
swished red. 

“It’s her, it’s her!” 

The scene at the beginning had long been buried in the depths of Gu Qingying’s mind, 
but as this voice rang out, it savagely and cruelly tore the scars of her memory apart 
and surfaced once again. 

She would always remember that day! 

And would always remember every detail of that day! 

“Who?” 

Elder Long and the others simultaneously looked at Gu Qingying in astonishment and 
trepidation. 

In full view of everyone, Gu Qingying couldn’t stop her tears from coming out of her 
eyes, pearing with rain. 

“That woman who killed my child with Wang Nan Nan!” 

Boom! 

“Ancient Dragonfly?!” 

A fierce aura emerged in Elder Long’s eyes as he gritted his teeth in full fury! 

Click! 



Almost simultaneously, the sound of the door opening rang out. 

The door to the room was slowly pushed open. 

The figure of Gu Longfang was revealed to the crowd. 

In the light of the lamp, Ancient Dragonfly was smiling, even a little playful, giving people 
the impression that she was in no danger. 

She raised her hands in mock surrender, “Don’t misunderstand, I’m just here to inform 
you of the news!” 

News?! 

Fan Lu, Wu Chang and the others sat waxed on the spot. 

All this fanfare, just to come and deliver news? 

How could that be possible! 

Almost simultaneously. 

Elder Long’s body shook, and a flash of panic suddenly surfaced in his eyes full of fierce 
aura. 

He was the only person in the whole family, apart from Chen Dong, who knew things 
that many people didn’t know! 

Chen Dong would hide it from everyone, even Gu Qingying, but there were some things 
that would not be hidden from him! 

The Gu Guohua couple’s tragedy …… Gu family! 

In an instant. 

The old man’s mind went “boom”, as if he had gone mad, and he directly pushed the 
strong wind out of the crowd and forced himself towards the ancient dragonfly with 
killing intent. 

“Shut up, you yellow-haired girl!” 

The sudden scene caught Fan Lu, Wu Chang and the others off guard. 

Gu Qingying, who was pearing with rain, was also stunned. 



Gu Dragonfly faced Elder Long, not flustered in the slightest, and shrugged with a smile 
on his face. 

“These days, it’s hard to be a good person, yo, Gu Qingying, your mother is dead!” 

Chapter 1524 

Boom! 

Words exploded like thunder. 

No winding, simple and direct, yet every word is like a thunderbolt, like a knife, piercing 
the heart! 

In an instant. 

Everyone was choked, frozen like a wooden chicken. 

“How arrogant!” 

Long Lao’s body was filled with strong wind, his features were tense and twisted, and 
he roared in rage. 

Buzz! 

With a roar, Elder Long leaped up in the air and slapped his palm directly at the ancient 
dragonfly’s sky. 

The wind whistled. 

This palm was a powerful strike of anger. 

“It’s not good for an old man to have a big temper!” 

The ancient dragonfly’s clothes were blown around, but he laughed playfully. 

Facing the furious Old Man Long, he tapped his feet on the ground like a gossamer, 
while his hands, which were already in the air, were folded and pushed towards Old 
Man Long’s big hand. 

Bang! 

The palms clashed with a loud bang. 

The ancient dragonfly’s face changed drastically, and a muffled grunt escaped his lips 
as he felt a violent force crashing down on him. 



Thud! 

Landing outside the corridor, Dragonfly stomped her right foot on the corridor wall 
before she was able to stabilise herself. 

In a flash, her face turned white, her throat swelled a few times, and she made a fierce 
swallowing motion, but the smile on her face remained the same. 

Long Lao landed steadily on the ground, his eyes were now scarlet, and in his rage, his 
features were taut and twisted, his eyes were so fierce that he wanted to eat the ancient 
dragonfly alive! 

A scene from the past emerged in his mind. 

When Gu Qingying’s child had died, he had been feeling guilty and remorseful. 

This time, when Chen Dong left, he made a special request, and he swore an oath of 
assurance. 

But unexpectedly, the window paper was directly pierced by a word like this from Gu 
Dragonfly at his door! 

“The Chen family bloodline, this is the Chen family bloodline!” 

Long Lao hissed and wailed in his heart, his body trembling vaguely, his killing intent 
pouring out, biting coldly. 

And behind him, Gu Qingying and the others had finally returned to their senses at this 
moment. 

Gu Qingying, bracing her limp body, took a step forward, clasping her hands together, 
her eyes in tears, and asked in a trance, “Is …… it true?” 

A few simple words, but as if with all their might, trembling with a sobbing voice. 

“Young lady, it’s false, it’s all false!” 

Long Lao, his eyes scarlet with tears, turned around brazenly and hastily denied: “She 
is a member of the Gu family, young madam don’t forget that incident at the beginning, 
old slave guarantees with his head, this is absolutely a lie!” 

His voice was hoarse, swearing! 

At this moment, Long Lao no longer cared about anything else, even his own life. 



For a human slave, even if the heavens were to condemn him, he must first appease 
Gu Qingying’s mind! 

He knew clearly that Gu Qingying’s belly was now big, full of months, and tending to be 
stable. 

But Gu Qingying couldn’t afford such a stimulus from her late mother! 

If she broke down, it would be bad news that would endanger her mother and child! 

And yet. 

“True or not, fake or not, wouldn’t you just call and find out?” 

Gu Dragonfly leaned his back against the corridor wall with a smile on his face and 
deflated his mouth. 

“Snake scorpion heart, I’ll palm you to death today!” 

The anger and murderous intent in Elder Long’s eyes seemed to turn into substance 
and gush out in an instant. 

Bang Teen! 

There was an explosion under his feet, and his entire body was like a cannonball as he 
charged directly towards the ancient dragonfly. 

He was clearly a venerable old man, but at this moment, he was bursting out with the 
strength of a young man! 

“Remember to call, yo!” 

With a face full of teasing, Gu Dragonfly gestured at Gu Qingying to make a phone call, 
and then with a cold expression, his clothes bulged all over his body, his right foot 
stomped on the wall, and he directly met the raging Old Man Long. 

As soon as the two exchanged blows, they went straight into a white-hot fierce battle. 

Fists and kicks were thrown at each other, moving and dodging. 

Elder Long’s killing intent was majestic, and his furious strikes were deadly. 

But Dragonfly was always smiling, his body like a willow leaf, dodging quickly, but only 
defending, not attacking, as if playing a game! 

And in the room. 



In the room, it was a different scene. 

Fan Lu, Wu Chang, Zhuge Qing, Qin Xiao Qian and Chu Reed were all staring at Gu 
Qing Ying with fearful expressions. 

Gu Qingying’s delicate body trembled, her hands holding her stomach, her features 
twisted, her grief so great that bean-sized teardrops kept dripping down. 

“Mom …… mum ……” 

The low cry of sobbing pathos, but the grief is incomparable. 

The ancient dragonfly’s playful laughter, like a magic sound filling her ears, kept echoing 
in her ears. 

Snap! 

Fan Lu’s expression was solemn as she gently dropped one hand onto Gu Qingying’s 
stomach and said in a deep voice, “Little Ying, that’s the Gu family demon girl, if you 
really listen to her one-sided words, then you’ll be playing right into her hands!” 

“Yes, yes, Miss Gu, if she can harm you once, she can harm you a second time!” 
Changeless, who was old and experienced, immediately agreed. 

Zhuge Qing and Qin Xiao Qian and Chu Reed were also busy echoing. 

“Sister Xiaoying, calm down, her trivial words are nonsense, if something was really 
wrong, we would not know?” 

“Right Sister Xiao Ying, if something is really wrong, Brother Dong will not hide it from 
you even if he hides it from us!” 

“Miss Gu, don’t think nonsense, you and the child are the most important, this big 
emotional turmoil is not good for you and the child!” 

Gu Qingying’s teary eyes swept over the crowd, her lips mouthing and sobbing, “None 
of you know? Then she must have deliberately lied!” 

“Yes, that’s for sure!” 

Fan Lu spread her face and smiled, as if relieved. 

In a whirlwind, she said directly, “Auntie Wu Chang, Zhuge Qing, you guys take care of 
Little Shadow, I’ll go help Elder Long, this demon girl, she has to die here tonight!” 

Killing intent was raging. 



With a single word, the atmosphere in the large room suddenly exploded down. 

Only after Fan Lu left did Wu Chang and the others continue to calm Gu Qingying. 

Gu Qingying’s face was full of tears, but she still tried her best to squeeze out a smile in 
response to the crowd. 

But no one noticed that just now, her hand had pulled out her mobile phone and slowly 
moved to her back, pressing it against the windowsill. 

While catering to the crowd, Gu Qingying dialed Gu Guohua’s phone number in her 
communication records. 

She didn’t have time to search for the number, nor could she do so in front of the crowd, 
so she had to dial the number through her communication records. 

After all, her contacts were very “cold”: Chen Dong, her parents, Fan Lu and Long Lao, 
and a handful of other numbers. 

During the previous time, she was also worried that she would not be able to contact 
her parents and was secretly worried, but Chen Dong’s reassurance time and again 
made her discard her worries. 

After all, when Gu Guohua and his wife had left at that time, they had stated that they 
had to go back to deal with important matters urgently! 

It made sense that her parents hadn’t contacted her when they couldn’t get in touch for 
a while! 

But Gu Longfang’s words seemed to have pierced a thorn in her heart. 

Regardless of Gu Guofang’s initial intentions, she had to confirm her parents’ safety 
immediately! 

As the call was answered, Gu Guohua’s “Hello, Xiaoying” rang out clearly in everyone’s 
ears. 

Gu Qingying’s expression eased a little, for to her, contacting her father was the same 
as contacting her mother! 

In a moment, Wu Chang, Zhuge Qing, Qin Xiao Qian and Chu Reed all breathed in and 
out, like they had been struck by lightning, and sat waxing on the spot. 

“Xiao Ying, is there something you want to see your father about?” 

In the silence, Gu Guohua’s warm voice rang out again. 



Gu Qingying swept a glance at the dumbfounded crowd, and no longer hiding, she took 
her mobile phone out and held it up in front of her, forcing back her tears and sobs as 
she asked. 

“Dad, is she asleep, mum?” 
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Inside the room. 

There was silence, and Gu Qingying’s forced sobbing questioning sounded as if a large 
invisible hand was strangling everyone’s throat, making it difficult to breathe. 

On the phone, Gu Guohua hesitated for two seconds. 

Only then did he respond, “Oh, mum is taking a nap, what’s wrong baby?” 

“Um, nothing, daddy I’ll hang up first.” 

Gu Qingying smiled sadly and pressed the hang up button. 

Smell. 

Zhuge Qing, Qin Xiao Qian, Wu Chang and Chu Reed sighed in secret relief at the 
same time. 

They did not know the exact facts, but there was one irrefutable point, that was that Gu 
Qingying’s body, right now, could not withstand the shock, and more was better than 
less, and if Gu Guohua and his wife were fine, it would be a great good thing for Gu 
Qingying and them. 

“Sister Xiaoying, it’s alright, that Gu family demon girl, she must have swindled us and 
deliberately provoked you.” 

Qin Xiao Qian moved to Gu Qingying’s side, took Gu Qingying’s hand and persuaded 
her. 

As she said this, not only Qin Xiao Qian, but also Wu Chang, Zhuge Qing and Chu 
Reed, could clearly see that Gu Qingying’s expression was rapidly dulling and 
desperate, her tear-filled eyes were obscure, and her grief was overflowing. 

Just as the crowd was astonished and dismayed. 



Gu Qingying’s body suddenly trembled, as if she had been emptied of her strength in an 
instant, and she fell to the ground. 

Almost simultaneously. 

Gu Qingying sobbed sadly, “My dad’s reaction is a bit wrong, and my mum, no nap 
habit, in the past, even if my mum was resting, my dad would definitely call my mum to 
answer the phone, did ……” 

Know your father as well as your daughter! 

The companionship of living together night and day since childhood has allowed Gu 
Qingying to know her father’s words and actions like the back of her hand. 

The slightest hint, the delicate-minded Gu Qingying, could detect the hints. 

It was as if she could tell at a glance whether Chen Dong was lying or not! 

Boom! 

At those words. 

The crowd’s faces changed greatly, terrified. 

“Sister Xiaoying, don’t think nonsense, it’s fine, it must be a coincidence!” 

Qin Xiao Qian supported Gu Qingying, and at close range, Gu Qingying’s grief seemed 
to turn into substance and pounce on her body. 

At this moment, Gu Qingying’s state made the crowd feel somewhat powerless with no 
way to console her. 

When a thought is rooted in the mind, if it cannot be uprooted, the thought will only swell 
and grow more and more in the mind. 

Suddenly. 

Gu Qingying’s eyebrows knitted tightly, revealing a painful look, and then her eyes 
slowly closed, her grief rising from her heart, and she directly fainted. 

“Sister Xiaoying!” 

Qin Xiao Qian screamed loudly. 

Inside the room. 



Changeless, Zhuge Qing and Chu Reed were also horrified. 

“Send them to the hospital, send them to the hospital immediately!” 

Wu Chang was the first to react and pushed Zhuge Qing, “Zhuge Qing, hurry!” 

The situation was so urgent that they no longer cared about Jiang Qilin and Fan Lu and 
the others. 

They carried and supported Gu Qingying and rushed outside. 

In the living room of the villa, strong winds howled. 

Fists and kicks exchanged blows and thuds. 

The whole living room was in shambles and things were broken all over the place. 

The figures of Elder Long, Fan Lu and Ancient Dragonfly were staggered in the living 
room, killing intent raging. 

The seemingly delicate Ancient Dragonfly, fighting against two with one, actually did not 
lose out at all. 

She even had a few moments of ease when facing Elder Long and Fan Lu’s siege! 

“Elder Long, Xiao Lu, kill this demon girl!” 

As soon as he came downstairs, Wu Chang greeted Zhuge Qing, Qin Xiao Qian and 
Chu Reed and took Gu Qingying outside, while turning back to Long Lao and Fan Lu 
who were fighting furiously in the living room and shouted sternly. 

Bang Teen! 

Long Lao and Gu Longfang clashed their palms together and were forced to stagger 
back by the fierce force. 

With Fan Lu wrapped around him, Dragonfly did not immediately rush forward, but 
followed the sound of Changeless’ stern shout. 

As soon as he saw Zhuge Qing carrying the unconscious Gu Qingying and running 
outside, Long Lao sat waxed on the spot, his mind buzzing blank. 

“Impermanence, my young lady ……” 

“Fainted, the old body immediately sent to resuscitation, here leave it to you!” 



Impermanence scolded with a cold and stern look, but no longer lingered and rushed 
straight out. 

The battle in the living room, if she joined in now, she would soon be able to determine 
life and death! 

But in the situation before her, Changeless knew better, Gu Qingying’s safety was 
greater than everything! 

Elder Long and Fan Lu were able to clamp down on the Ancient Dragonfly and rely on 
time consumption, and eventually they would be able to drag it to death. 

But after Gu Qingying was brought to the hospital by Zhuge Qing and the others, there 
was only one Zhuge Qing who could be considered a fighting force! 

If anything else went wrong, it would be difficult to cope at all! 

“Damn it, the demon girl deserves to die!” 

Long Lao instantly burst into a rage, his eyes scarlet like a ferocious beast, directly 
pouncing on Gu Longfang. 

And Fan Lu, who was tangling with Ancient Dragonfly, also heard the same stern shout 
from Changeless, and was instantly filled with depressed anger and killing intent. 

Bang Bang Bang …… 

The situation of two against one lost its balance as Elder Long and Fan Lu struck out in 
anger. 

The Ancient Dragonfly, who had been at ease earlier, was immediately pinned down by 
the two men, and his fists and kicks were in close proximity to each other. 

But the furious Long Lao and Fan Lu did not even notice. 

The cold eyes of Ancient Dragonfly, who was clearly in a disadvantageous position, 
suddenly flickered with glee and delight, with both eyes curving into crescents. 

It was a fleeting scene that was not caught by Elder Long and Fan Lu! 

Just as Changeless and the others were sending Gu Qingying to the hospital. 

In the back garden of the villa. 

Under the night, the dense forest of formations glowed brightly. 



But after Li Danggui’s sword stormed the sky just now, the entire dense forest of 
formations fell into silence, depressing and dull as hell. 

If there was only sound. 

The only sound was the rustling of the leaves blown by the night wind. 

Every branch of the trees, every leaf, was glowing with light, dulling the lights inside the 
villa. 

Inside the formation, it was a different scene. 

“Ho ho ho ……” 

Rough, sharp gasps echoed through this side of the dense forest. 

The leaves that were flying all over the sky had drifted to the ground and no longer 
continued to stir the long air. 

Jiang Qilin stood indifferently on the spot, looking down at the figure not far away, 
covered in wounds and dripping with blood. 

And behind him, Zhao Broke-Ru shook his head helplessly, “What rubbish!” 

Buzz! 

Li Danggui jerked his head up, his face full of blood, hideous and terrifying, a pair of 
scarlet and cold eyes, instantly locked onto Zhao Broke-Ru. 

Zhao Baolu looked aghast, instantly having a sense of death crisis of being locked by a 
fierce beast, his heart banging faster. 

His throat squirmed twice as he mumbled, “Heh …… think this, is it over?” 

The cold sound of the words was eerily calm. 

This made Zhao Breru confused on the spot. 

It was damn near being stirred into dumplings, and it wasn’t over yet? 

“Yes, it’s not over yet!” 

Jiang Qilin suddenly nodded his head and said seriously, “The inheritors of the Li family 
in Guanzhong will not be this weak!” 

“Heh!” 



The corners of the kneeling Li Danggui’s mouth curled up into an evil and eerie smile. 

Under the watchful eyes of Jiang Qilin and Zhao Breaking, he slowly raised his hands 
and rubbed a handful of blood from his face. 

cricket …… cricket …… 

As he lowered his hands, a small squeezing sound was actually emitted from his body. 

As this squeezing sound rang out, a bloody gash on Li Danggui’s body squirmed as if it 
was a living worm, and the blood that had been flowing freely, quickly stopped bleeding 
in the process. 

A whirlwind. 

Li Danggui slowly tilted his head back and closed his eyes, with an intoxicated look as 
he took a deep breath. 

“The taste of fresh blood is truly obsessive, and the Li family’s genetic modification 
really can’t be hidden from the Jiang family ……” 

Chapter 1526 

Li Danggui’s voice trembled a little. 

This, coupled with the intoxicated demeanor, gave people a perverted feeling. 

Jiang Qilin said indifferently, “It’s true that the Li family can’t hide from the Jiang family, 
your Li family’s genetic modification should focus on the path of tenacity of life force, 
just like you obviously can’t manipulate all your muscles, yet you are able to forcefully 
stop bleeding for yourself according to your genetic instinct.” 

Every word, without a ripple, was a coldness that was well understood. 

Zhao Brocade was a little confused: “Do all of you gentry and clans play such a wild 
path?” 

“Genius, also divided into innate talent, acquired talent, a mere savage, not worthy of 
understanding!” 

Li Danggui slowly rose up, his gaze morosely gazing at Zhao Bailu. 

Even though his body was stained with blood, and the remnants of blood dripped onto 
the ground as he rose, Li Danggui still looked as if nothing had happened! 



Zhao Brocade rolled his eyes: “You are so powerful, but you were also hung up and 
beaten by a wild man like me?” 

The shrewish words were incomparably harsh. 

Li Danggui’s eyes instantly narrowed into slits, and he was silent for two seconds, but 
he simply ignored Zhao Broke-Ru. 

Instead, his gaze fell on Jiang Qilin. 

“Dare I ask, what is Mr Jiang’s genetic modification? Is it as Chen Dong did, a full 
optimization?” 

The words came out. 

A meaningful smile suddenly appeared on Jiang Qilin’s always indifferent face. 

“Before you die, I’ll tell you!” 

Boom! 

Mighty Qi instantly burst out from Jiang Qilin’s body, a mountainous and overwhelming 
force. 

In an instant, the ground beneath Jiang Qilin’s feet exploded in response, and the 
terrifying qi energy washed out in ripples visible to the naked eye, along Jiang Qilin’s 
feet and out in all directions. 

There was no warning. 

Jiang Qilin’s body swayed and twisted for a moment, directly disappearing in place. 

“Not good!” 

Li Danggui’s heart beat wildly and his scalp exploded. 

In an instant, a strong sense of death crisis swept through his entire body. 

With the disparity in strength, he hadn’t even caught how exactly Jiang Qilin had 
disappeared. 

But it didn’t affect in any way the fact that Jiang Qilin had disappeared, giving him the 
sense of panic of a fierce beast hunting. 

In a flash of lightning. 



Li Danggui didn’t even have time to think, completely instinctively, his blood-stained 
body lunged forward, his feet stomped hard on the ground, and his whole body 
swooped and flew out like a stray arrow. 

Buzz! 

Bang! 

Almost as soon as he flew out, a large, snow-white, five-fingered hand swept across the 
air to where he was standing before. 

The seemingly boneless palm was a blow that made the air burst, and even faint ripples 
of air were visible to the naked eye. 

“How strong!” 

When Li Danggu felt the terrifying force behind him, his face immediately sank to the 
extreme and fear grew. 

“Ancient Dragonfly, are you …… finished or not?” 

This was the thought in Li Danggui’s mind. 

In the next instant, his body fell to the ground, using the momentum to roll, rising 
brazenly and turning back. 

“Worthy of being a Jiang Family Qilin, this ……” 

Boom! 

The gust of wind pounded in his face, lifting leaves all over the ground and blurring his 
vision. 

Li Danggui then felt a blur in front of his eyes as something shook. 

By the time he woke up with a start, Jiang Qilin’s indifferent and handsome face had 
already appeared in front of him. 

“It’s a disgrace to me that you still have an opening to speak when I’m at full strength!” 

The cold words were indifferent, but they were full of untamed outlook. 

The words had not even fallen. 

Jiang Qilin’s right hand had already landed lightly on Li Danggui’s chest. 



Bang Teen! 

The majestic Qi energy was instantly like a broken river, following Jiang Qilin’s right 
hand and slamming into Li Danggui’s chest. 

Li Danggui let out a miserable cry and instantly flew out like a cannonball, his entire 
body was wrapped in a spiralling airflow, cutting a perfect parabola in the air, spitting out 
a mouthful of blood and landing heavily on the ground. 

This scene was so dumbfounding to see that Zhao Breru’s eyes were about to fall to the 
ground. 

Was this guy …… already almost as good as Old Man Xu? 

In shock, a thought surfaced in Zhao Breru’s mind. 

But in a flash he shook his head fiercely and discarded the thought. 

His martial strength was not very high, otherwise he would not have fallen into the 
streets. 

He was only judging the strength of Jiang Qilin and Xu Qingfeng by the sensation 
caused by Jiang Qilin’s slap, but it was too biased to judge them! 

“Ah!” 

Landing on the ground, Li Danggui let out a fierce roar. 

The fierce qi instantly roared out like a celestial dragon rushing through the sky, directly 
breaking through his body. 

Wrapped in the qi energy, Li Danggui, who was covered in blood, ejected straight up, 
and there were obvious signs of denting in his chest. 

But the moment he ejected himself, he seemed to be fine, without stopping, and 
instantly moved at high speed like a cannonball. 

Boom, boom, boom …… 

Within the dense forest of formations, light filled the air. 

The majestic qi energy mountainous and tsunami-like surged through the forest, stirring 
up a deafening sound. 

Every now and then, there would be the sound of Li Danggu’s miserable screams! 



And at the same time, there was also a long stirring of Li Danggui’s soft sword sword qi. 

Zhao Brocade’s eyes were rounded as he strained to catch the figures of Jiang Qilin 
and Li Danggui, but with all his eyesight, he could only see two blurred black shadows 
moving as fast as lightning, fighting brutally. 

This scene alone made his body dripping with cold sweat. 

This was a battle that was completely beyond normal human perception! 

Although he couldn’t see the battle clearly, Zhao Brocade still deduced the battle 
situation in front of him from Jiang Qilin and Li Danggui’s reactions. 

The roar of qi was interspersed with the sound of one explosion after another, as well as 
Li Danggui’s miserable screams. 

It was clear that Jiang Qilin was overpowering Li Danggui! 

Jiang Qilin, who was at full strength, was moving at high speed, and in the silence of the 
battle, he looked like a shura in the dead of night. 

Even though it was silent, it still gave off a powerful sense of oppression that overturned 
the heavens! 

“This guy, he’s too perverted!” 

Zhao Brocade couldn’t help but let out an exclamation. 

The words had not yet ended. 

Suddenly, his eyebrows raised and his expression gloomed. 

“Someone has entered the formation again? What kind of demonic wind has risen 
tonight that so many people have negotiated to come together?” 

On the other side. 

Inside the villa. 

Boom! 

An explosion, smoke and dust rolled and filled the living room, blurring the vision. 

With the explosion, the air was also filled with a strong pungent smell. 



Fan Lu and Elder Long coughed violently, their vision was obstructed and their attack 
was helplessly suspended. 

By the time the two of them burst out of the smoke, the Novel Villa was deserted in all 
directions, and the ancient dragonfly had disappeared! 

“Find it, find it!” 

Long Lao was like a manic lion, gritting his teeth and saying, “I’ll make sure this demon 
girl is left here tonight, this revenge will never die!” 

Just as Elder Long and Fan Lu were rushing out of the villa to look for her, a silhouette 
came around to the villa. 

But a shadow had already gone around to the back garden of the villa. 

The ancient dragonfly, with a smug smile on her face, did not panic in the slightest, 
looking at the glittering forest in front of her, a look of surprise appeared on her pretty 
face. 

But it was only for a moment. 

“Li Danggu should know to flee if he really can’t fight, right?” 

Gu Dragonfly murmured and ran directly towards the courtyard wall, “Forget it, I’ll 
remind him later!” 

However, she had just run forward two steps. 

A black shadow, like a ghost, suddenly rose up from outside the villa’s courtyard wall 
and landed in the villa’s back garden. 

The ancient dragonfly’s mind was shaken. 

She did not wait for a reaction. 

A large hand stretched out from the dense forest of the diagonal formation, grabbing her 
arm and grabbing her directly into the Eight Divine Ghost Formation Diagram! 

In panic and fear, Gu Dragonfly was about to resist. 

A familiar voice suddenly rang out in her ears. 

“Dragonfly, it’s Dad!” 



After Gu Dragonfly fixed his eyes and confirmed that it was Gu Cangyue, he instantly 
became excited and ecstatic. 

“Dad, you’ve come just in time, I’ve separated this group of people, now Gu Qingying 
has been sent to the hospital, it’s the time when the protection force is most empty, this 
is a once-in-a-lifetime time to remove the foetus from the abdomen!” 
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“Cut open the abdomen to remove the fetus?” 

Gu Cang Yue’s sword eyebrows twisted as he said in a daze, “Is that why you avoided 
me and insisted on getting Grandmother’s permission for you to come to the Chen 
family in person?” 

“Of course! Haven’t we all always wanted to obtain Chen Dong’s genetic sequence?” 

Gu Dragonfly said smugly, “Chen Dong is too strong nowadays, it’s hard to find a 
breakthrough from him, but his and Gu Qingying’s blood and flesh crystals, this must 
have at least half of his genes!” 

Speaking at the end, Gu Dragonfly even deliberately raised his eyebrows, looking at Gu 
Cang Yue with expectation in his eyes. 

Gu Cangyue’s pupils tightened. 

He appeared calm on the surface, but in fact, his heart had already raised a huge wave. 

There was no doubt that the world’s most powerful families and forces, the top ones, 
were all secretly carrying out genetic modification programs in pursuit of the ultimate 
peak of man. 

However, among the major top giants and powers, all have their own strengths and 
weaknesses in genetic transformation due to resources, and even due to resource 
limitations, they can only carry out a certain specialty transformation. 



After all, if you can’t do a full transformation, specialisation is always more powerful than 
a mix of dross! 

The Li family, for example, specialises in vitality, and their Gu family, by and large, does 
the same! 

Of all the genetic modification programmes, the Chen Family’s “Pan Gu Project” is 
undoubtedly the most successful, as evidenced by the fact that Chen Dong has grown 
from an ordinary human being to his current state in just two years! 

Otherwise, all the powers would not be eager to obtain Chen Dong’s blood and spy on 
his genetic transformation core. 

“Dad, we can’t get all of Chen Dong’s genes, but half of them should be enough for our 
Gu family to apply, right?” 

Gu Dragonfly’s voice lowered, a light smile on the corners of her mouth as her gaze 
burned into Gu Cangyue. 

Gu Cangyue’s eyes flickered twice, suddenly looking at Gu Dragonfly with a slightly 
unfamiliar look, “Dragonfly, I suddenly noticed that you have changed a lot.” 

Gu Dragonfly was stunned for a moment. 

Then his smile became a little bitter: “I know what Dad means, people will always 
change, for the sake of the family, Dragonfly is right.” 

The words just fell. 

Gu Cang Yue’s expression suddenly flinched, his gaze like a torch, instantly looking up 
and locking onto a direction. 

Offset! 

A strange sound rang out violently. 

Gu Dragonfly was so frightened that her delicate body trembled, and she could not help 
but take a step closer to Gu Cang Yue while looking at the sound. 

A figure, like a ghost, leapt straight into the dense forest, revealing itself. 

“It’s that person from earlier!” 

Ancient Dragonfly’s heart gave a twitch. 

“Iga Ninjutsu?” 



Gu Cang Yue’s expression was cold and stern, his lips flicking open. 

“Worthy of the ancient family Asuka Moon, I am Iga Ryu Miyamoto Ichiban!” 

The man stopped where he was, his black shroud covering his face, but he bowed to 
Gu Cang Yue with a fist: “Thanks to the Gu family’s explanation, otherwise Ichidou 
would not have known the purpose of what you are doing today!” 

A single word was spoken. 

Gu Cangyue and Gu Dragonfly’s faces sank at the same time. 

They were closely followed by. 

Miyamoto Yidao straightened his body, narrowed his eyes and smiled playfully, “Does 
Elder Gu want more helpers, or more enemies?” 

“And the price?” 

Gu Cang Yue inquired coldly and sternly. 

“What the Iga Ryu is after is just a drop of Chen Dong’s blood, but after listening to the 
two seniors talk just now, Ichidou feels that this method is very good and is willing to join 
the stream.” 

Miyamoto Ichiban said calmly, “If senior does not allow it, Ichiban will naturally help 
Chen Dong’s!” 

The threat was thick and undisguised. 

When Qin Ye and Zhang Yulan had gotten married, he had made a visit to his door with 
the intention of seeking Chen Dong’s blood gene in an alliance gesture. 

However, Chen Dong did not give him this opportunity at all and wounded him. 

After leaving, Miyamoto Yatou did not return to the Iga Saints Clan on that note, but 
stayed in the shadows, waiting for an opportunity. 

Tonight, he found that the villa was too busy, so he planned to sneak in and find out 
what was going on, but to his surprise, this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity had finally 
arrived! 

Chen Dong’s blood gene is not easy to obtain! 

But according to the Gu family’s plan, half of the genes could be obtained by 
disembowelling the foetus, which would be enough for the Iga Saints, at least for now! 



“Accomplice, I don’t like that word!” 

Gu Cang Yue huffed, narrowing her eyes and gazing at Miyamoto Ichiban with a cold, 
biting glare. 

“I have been thinking about it for a long time, and I can only think of this word to 
describe the cooperation between you and me.” 

Miyamoto Ichiban’s voice was low, even vaguely disgusted, and his words did not 
conceal his contempt for the ancient dragonfly’s brutal methods. 

“A group of rats who only dare to hide and act in the dark, who are they to lecture me? 
Since you’re so high and mighty, why are you in cahoots with us?” 

The ancient dragonfly was filled with indignation and sneered. 

“There is a famous saying in the domain that all the world is bustling with profit, once it 
was true that the Gu Family and my Iga Sage Sect worked together to kill Chen Dong, 
and it is equally true tonight!” 

With a smile, Miyamoto’s right hand slowly drew his samurai sword, and a cold light 
swept through the air: “I am a genetic modifier of the Iga Saints, whether we fight or not 
is up to senior Gu!” 

“Fight? The Iga Saint Clan has changed your brain quite well!” 

Gu Cang Yue suddenly lowered his head and laughed: “If we really fight you, you can 
use my Gu family as a stepping stone to draw closer to Chen Dong, then …… be in the 
same stream!” 

“Then, now we are allies.” 

Miyamoto Yidao nodded his head in greeting. 

“Dragonfly, you and him go to the hospital first, I’ll go save Li Danggui!” 

Gu Cangyue made a split-second decision. 

“Dad, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, you ……” 

Gu Dragonfly’s expression sank. 

However, Gu Cang Yue interrupted directly, “Li Danggui is no match for Jiang Qilin, if 
we don’t save him, he will die!” 



With a whirl, Gu Cangyue turned around and was about to walk towards the depths of 
the dense forest of the formation. 

However. 

crunch …… crunch …… 

Amidst the glittering light all around, a sound like the tightening of a rope suddenly rang 
out. 

This sound was like thunder that exploded in the ears of the three Gu Cang Yue within 
the quiet formation dense forest. 

Buzz! 

Buzz! 

Buzz! 

…… 

Suddenly, a tree root broke out of the ground, like a python dragon, and swept across 
the air, violently drawing towards Gu Cang Yue and the three of them. 

Almost simultaneously. 

The surrounding dense forest and shrubs also seemed to come to life, as the roots 
danced wildly, the dense forest and shrubs even more in a bizarre posture, quickly 
centered on Gu Cang Yue three, shrinking and suppressing. 

“Not good!” 

Gu Cangyue and Miyamoto Yidao simultaneously let out a cry of alarm. 

With a boom! 

Ancient Cang Yue’s body exploded with qi energy, like a running thunderbolt turned 
around expressively and rushed to the side of Ancient Dragonfly. 

“Dragonfly, run!” 

Bang! 

In desperation, Gu Cangyue slapped his palm on the terrified and helpless Gu 
Dragonfly. 



With a scream. 

The Ancient Dragonfly flew straight up in the air, through the dense woods and bushes. 

As soon as Gu Cang Yue slapped the ancient dragonfly, Miyamoto Yidao also choked 
his hands, and a cloud of smoke appeared in place, like a ghost, and passed through 
the dense forest of the formation. 

“Break!” 

Gu Cang Yue’s expression was stern and stern, and in an instant his robes bulged up, 
his majestic qi blasted out like a wild wave, breaking the roots of several trees that 
swept around him! 

On the other side. 

On the other side, the battle between Jiang Qilin and Li Danggui was still going on. 

The hands of Zhao Brocade, which were clasped together in a bizarre gesture, were 
slowly loosened. 

A luminous glow shone on Zhao’s face. 

His complexion was rare and grave, his brow furrowed and there was some scruples in 
his eyes. 

“Tonight is really lively, it’s a pity that I’m one step slower and ran away with two, the 
dao of guarding the formation I’m still not as good as old man Xu, alas ……” 

Chapter 1528 

It was hard to imagine. 

The usually hangdog, a city rascal, Zhao Broke-Ru, could look like this. 

If Changeless had seen him, he would have been in for another tussle! 

At high speed, Jiang Qilin and Li Danggui were as fast as lightning, and each time they 
collided, the Qi energy was like a bomb explosion that wreaked havoc in all directions. 

But from the moment Jiang Qilin struck with all his might, the battle was already in no 
doubt. 

“Mr. Jiang …… there are too many guests at the house, the later the better, the quicker 
the battle the better!” 



Zhao Broshi reminded loudly. 

“Good!” 

Jiang Qilin’s calm voice came out. 

Almost simultaneously. 

Boom! 

The ground shook as majestic Qi energy lifted up the fallen leaves on the ground and 
swept across the area. 

The two people who had been moving at high speed had their figures abruptly revealed. 

With a miserable cry from Li Danggui, it was as if he had a broken pocket, and he was 
sent flying through the air by Jiang Qilin’s palm, crashing into a large human-thick tree 
before landing heavily on the ground. 

Zhao Baolu’s gaze was astonished. 

In his sight, Li Danggui, who was already a bloody man, was now even more wretched 
and miserable than he had been earlier. 

The wounds that had been forcibly healed during the fight had all broken open again, 
dripping with blood. 

After landing, Li Danggui lay on the ground like a dead dog. In addition to his chest, 
which was initially dented by Jiang Qilin’s slap, his left hand was even strangely bent, 
with white broken bones and bloody flesh exposed in the air in a hideous manner. 

Whirlwind. 

Zhao Broshi’s eyes fell back on Jiang Qilin. 

The surrounding area was shrouded in the light of the formation. 

The suit-clad Jiang Qilin was immaculate, indifferent, without sorrow or joy, his hands 
behind his back, and just standing there, he gave off a terrifying sense of oppression 
that was as vast as a prison! 

A comparison of their states was an instant judgment! 

“Poof!” 



The body of Li Danggu on the ground jerked violently, and a large mouthful of fresh 
blood spurted out. 

Immediately, he laughed out loud with a mouth full of blood. 

The laughter was crazy and seeping. 

The sudden scene caused both Zhao Bros. and Jiang Qilin to be stunned at the same 
time. 

The two men were in sight. 

Along with this seeping, crazy laughter, Li Danggui’s waist took the lead in arching up, 
surrounded by Qi energy, curling up drops of blood, causing a light red spiral wave of Qi 
to form all around Li Danggui. 

Immediately afterwards, a strong wind buzzed. 

Li Danggui’s upper body stood up directly with the help of his waist strength, and just 
like that, he knelt straight on the ground, laughing and shouting with reckless abandon, 
trembling all over. 

“Jie Jie Jie …… is not dead, that is not dead ……” 

The eerie ghostly voice, issued from Li Danggui’s mouth, as if it was countless gritty 
sharp needles, rubbing the throat issued. 

Clang! 

Jiang Qilin’s right hand waved, but his hand held Li Danggui’s soft sword, lifting a harsh 
qi force in the air, tearing the ground. 

“Immortal are not afraid to say immortality, Li family a small dao, arrogant!” 

The voice was cold and stern, out of the corner of his eye, disdainful! 

The words had not yet fallen. 

Li Danggui, who was kneeling on the ground and bowing his head, fiercely tilted his 
head back and laughed wildly. 

“Haha …… hahaha ……” 

The loud laughter that had changed its tone gave an eerie and perverted feeling that 
echoed through the woods. 



It was also the moment when Li Danggui looked up. 

“Crap!” 

Zhao Breaker’s body shook, panic and fear to the extreme. 

Even Jiang Qilin could not help but have his pupils tighten. 

Under the glowing light, Li Danggui’s blood-stained face had veins and veins protruding 
from it, causing his entire face to be distorted and twisted, hideous and terrifying like a 
vicious ghost! 

Crazy, violent, brutal …… 

In a trance, many words to describe Li Danggui emerged in Zhao Brocade’s mind. 

“Ah!” 

The laughing Li Danggui suddenly opened his voice, hissing and shrilling like a beast 
hissing, deafening. 

Rumble …… 

A majestic and vast Qi energy instantly erupted from within Li Danggui’s body, as if it 
was a monstrous tsunami, rendered red by the blood water, overturning the ground and 
crashing into Jiang Qilin in the distance. 

The qi was vast. 

The wind raged. 

The ground even trembled. 

“I groove!” 

Zhao Broke-Ru witnessed the blood-coloured wall of Qi that covered the sky, and his 
body went weak as he cursed out of his mouth. 

As for Jiang Qilin, his robes were hunting at this moment, and his expression was 
sullen. 

In his line of sight, the blood-coloured waves of Qi that could not be seen were surging, 
majestic and overwhelming, giving people an extremely strong sense of oppression. 

Where the wave passed, it swept through the court, leaving no doubt that once it landed 
on a person, it would definitely turn them into pieces of flesh! 



However. 

However, Jiang Qilin’s expression was merely one of deep concentration! 

In the face of the blood-coloured wave of Qi that crushed him, he did not move, not 
even frowning. 

Time, at this moment, seemed to be slowed down. 

“Quickly dodge!” 

Seeing the wave of blood-coloured Qi crushing across the front of Jiang Qilin, Zhao 
Breru snapped awake and roared loudly. 

“Open the heavens!” 

Jiang Qilin’s lips lightly opened, his right hand brazenly raised his soft sword, and just at 
the moment when the blood-coloured wave of Qi was raging in front of him, he took a 
step and cut out with his sword. 

Boom! 

A golden sword qi suddenly raged out from the soft sword. 

It was overwhelming and brutal. 

The vast wave of blood-coloured Qi instantly seemed like cloth, and was directly torn 
out by the sword qi with a huge gaping hole. 

“No, it’s impossible!” 

Li Danggui looked through the gaping hole torn in the blood-coloured Qi wave as if he 
had seen a ghost, staring deadly at Jiang Qilin who was holding the sword, his face full 
of fear. 

He had already prepared himself for a three-year martial arts retreat by using this move! 

At his age, a three-year regression in martial arts was a heavy loss! 

But he had never imagined that the move he had executed at the cost of retreating from 
martial arts would be broken so easily by Jiang Qilin! 

Equally stunned, was Zhao Broke-Ru! 

The wild wind howled. 



The blood-coloured wave of Qi that was torn apart swept right past Jiang Qilin. 

Jiang Qilin, on the other hand, kept his sword chopping out. 

The next second. 

The sword-wielding Jiang Qilin’s body suddenly swayed and twisted, disappearing in 
place. 

An overwhelming gust of wind blasted down onto the shocked Li Danggui. 

A strong sense of mortal crisis instantly caused Li Danggu’s body to tremble and he 
jolted awake. 

His pupils instantly dilated, and in his vision, Jiang Qilin had already arrived close to him 
with a soft sword in his hand. 

The sword that belonged to him was now raging with golden sword Qi in Jiang Qilin’s 
hand, coming rapidly towards his neck. 

It was as fast as lightning! 

It made Li Danggu too late to even make any reaction. 

“Stop!” 

In the nick of time, an explosive roar suddenly exploded. 

Boom! 

The violent qi instantly came crashing in from one direction. 

Zhao Brocade’s body trembled as he hurriedly warned, “Be careful, Mr Jiang!” 

“No one can stop me, Jiang Qilin!” 

Jiang Qilin spoke calmly as his momentum continued unabated. 

Poof! 

Blood instantly shot into the air like a fountain. 

Just as Li Danggui’s head flew up, his consciousness had not yet faded, and he vaguely 
heard Jiang Qilin’s calm voice ringing in his ears. 

“Immortal!” 
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Bang! 

Li Danggui’s head fell to the ground and rolled with a grunt for some distance before it 
stopped. 

His face was full of blood, and his eyes were wide open to his death, full of horror. 

All around, there was a silence that could hear a needle. 

The formation glowed, illuminating the surrounding area in a glorious white light. 

But the human heads on the ground made the surroundings stern to the extreme. 

Immediately following. 

Li Danggui’s body slowly collapsed and fell to the ground, blood staining the ground. 

Jiang Qilin, on the other hand, still kept his sword slicing across the ground, his 
expression cold, his brows filled with a stern killing intent. 

Not too far away, Zhao Breru was also full of shock and in a daze. 

Just now, Jiang Qilin broke through the bloody wave of Qi with his sword, and ended Li 
Danggui’s life with his sword, a process as fast as lightning and without any delay. 

And farther away. 

Gu Cangyue stood in place, his eyes wide open, his eyes rippling. 

It was only when Li Danggu’s corpse fell that he finally came back to his senses. 

“Jiang Qilin, the Jiang family Qilin! Are you trying to provoke a war of sectarians?” 

Raging anger was vented out with Gu Cangyue’s hissing roar. 

A war of sectarians? 

Zhao Broke-Ru awoke in surprise and looked at Gu Cang Yue in the distance, 
somewhat stunned and uncertain. 

“Who exactly is trying to provoke the war of the Sectarians?” 



Jiang Qilin’s right hand flicked his wrist, and the moment he withdrew his soft sword, his 
qi jolted violently, wiping away the blood on the sword, his cold eyes looked directly at 
Gu Cangyue, his aura stern: “If I, Jiang Qilin, cut a Li Danggui, am provoking a war of 
sectarians, then you, the Gu family, the Iga Ryu forces, pointing your sword at Mr. 
Chen, are not provoking a war of sectarians? Your Gu family is a clan, but the Chen 
family is still a top clan that is one step away from being a clan!” 

The words were sharp and incomparable. 

Gu Cang Yue’s expression sank as he was about to retort. 

“Heh!” 

The night breeze struck, blowing Jiang Qilin’s hair, the corners of his mouth 
simultaneously revealed a playful and despicable smile, “Just because Mr. Chen, is 
what you consider to be a wild child, it doesn’t count as provoking the war of the clans, 
right?” 

“You ……” 

Gu Cang Yue’s face turned red, dumbfounded by Jiang Qilin’s refutation in one 
sentence. 

Buzz! 

Jiang Qilin waved the soft sword in his hand, and the harsh sword Qi instantly ploughed 
a furrow in the ground. 

At this moment, Jiang Qilin’s killing intent was awe-inspiring and his aura was majestic. 

His body was raging with Qi energy as he turned and took a step, walking towards Gu 
Cangyue with his sword. 

“I am a qilin of the Jiang family, a family clan, and killing a Li Danggui is what senior 
said about provoking a clan war? Oh …… has a point, a very good point! What if I, 
Jiang Qilin, provoke the war of the sectarians today?” 

“Mr. Chen is too deeply tied to let go of his sword and dare not fight with your Gu family, 
behind me Jiang Qilin stands the terrified Jiang family, wherever I point my sword, the 
Jiang family will never say a word against my ears!” 

“If Mr. Chen does not dare to start a war between the clans, then tonight, I, Jiang Qilin, 
will start it with my sword!” 

With every step forward, Jiang Qilin’s cold and stern voice suddenly exploded. 



At this moment, not only Gu Cangyue, but also Zhao Bailu, became frightened and 
helpless. 

Facing Jiang Qilin, who was striding forward with his sword, every time he took a step 
forward, Jiang Qilin’s murderous intent surged, like a huge river, a terrifying prison that 
crashed into the night sky. 

“Jiang Qilin …… is worthy of being a Jiang family Qilin, this boldness and verve, you 
think you can really be my opponent?” 

Gu Cang Yue is not stupid, facing the Jiang Qilin who is striding forward with an 
increasingly majestic and terrifying aura, he knows exactly what will happen next! 

He was frightened! 

But Jiang Qilin wasn’t so terrifying that he was afraid! 

Under the heavens, he could count on one hand the number of people who could make 
him fearful and helpless! 

“If I kill you, I will be the one to start the battle for Mr. Chen!” 

Jiang Qilin’s footsteps were beaten, his sword pointed at Gu Cangyue, his eyes looked 
askance as he sternly said, “Zhao Broken, open all eight gates and seal the formation!” 

“Huh? What?” 

The shocked and dumbfounded Zhao Baolu snapped awake and stared at Jiang Qilin in 
fear and confusion. 

Jiang Qilin’s eyes looked askance as he said in a deep voice, “Eight formations hook 
the star river, seal the formation and open the eight gates, this Eight Formation Diagram 
of Gods and Ghosts you can guard the formation, do you not even understand the 
principle of the formation that is the star river?” 

“But, but this way ……” 

Zhao Breru hesitated, his eyes panicked: “Once this is done, the Eight Formation 
Diagram will become an extinct dead formation, and if you want to unlock the star river 
hookup again, you must …… sacrifice someone’s blood!” 

Every word that came out of Zhao Breru’s mouth carried the ultimate great fear. 

He was clear about the various applications of The Eight Formations of Gods and 
Ghosts, but just because he was clear, didn’t mean he dared to use it! 



Under normal circumstances, when the Eight Formations of Gods and Ghosts are set 
up, as soon as someone breaks in, the eight formations will be opened, only that the 
formations in the area where the person breaks in are stronger and the rest are weaker! 

The key is in the word “seal the formation”! 

This means that the Eight Divine Ghost Formation Diagram is completely isolated from 
the outside world, and all the formations within the diagram are directly filled with power, 
which means that it becomes a dead formation! 

Just like the Colosseum in ancient Rome, only the victor could leave the Colosseum, 
and the loser had to leave his body inside the Colosseum! 

Gu Cangyue’s eyes narrowed and the veins at the corners of his eyes bulged and 
throbbed. 

This Jiang Family Qilin, was he a mad dog? 

Determined to the point of fighting to the death? 

“Someone’s blood sacrifice?” 

Jiang Qilin smiled playfully, “That’s also the blood of the Gu Family’s Cang Yue!” 

The words had not yet fallen. 

Boom! 

Gu Cang Yue’s Qi suddenly broke out of his body with a mountainous roar. 

There was an explosion beneath his feet, raising the sky of dust and leaves, and without 
the slightest hesitation, he directly turned around and fled. 

He was able to save the Gu family with his own strength, but he was not only strong, he 
was also a true dragon among men. 

It was because of the relationship between the Gu and Li families that he came to the 
rescue of Li Danggu, and now that Li Danggu was dead, he wasn’t crazy enough to fight 
Jiang Qilin to the death! 

Jiang Qilin has the guts to fight to the death, but he is not so confused as to do so! 

The most urgent task was the Chen Dong bloodline in Gu Qingying’s body, to continue 
to stay here and fight to the death with Jiang Qilin would just be useless! 

However. 



The moment Gu Cangyue fled, the imposing Jiang Qilin also seemed to have 
anticipated this, and with a shake of his body, he swept up the fierce wind and charged 
directly towards Gu Cangyue. 

“Stay!” 

Boom! 

With a loud shout, Jiang Qilin swung out his soft sword, and a two-metre long sword Qi 
instantly swept across the path of Gu Cangyue, forcing him to stop! 

Immediately, Jiang Qilin shouted, “Zhao Ru, seal the formation! If you leave this Gu 
Clan Cang Yue behind, Miss Gu and the others will have a much easier time!” 

When the indecisive Zhao Breru heard these words, his body shook violently. 

In an instant, he was enlightened by a thousand thoughts. 

Yes! 

First there was Li Danggui, and then there was Gu Cangyue, not to mention that he had 
just sensed through the formation that not only Gu Cangyue had entered the formation 
alone! 

At that time, he tried to imprison three people, but two escaped! 

If he didn’t leave Gu Cangyue behind, the danger to Gu Qingying and the others outside 
would increase exponentially! 

“Jiang Qilin isn’t trying to fight to the death, he’s trying to seal the formation …… 
imprisoning the dragon!” 

The next second. 

Zhao Broke-Ru’s eyes suddenly became as deep as the sea, and dots of starlight 
emerged in his eyes, bizarre and mysterious. 

A strong wind swept up from beneath his feet. 

At this moment, Zhao Bailu’s whole body seemed to glow, as if all the light around him 
was focused on him. 

There was an indescribable solemnity and majesty in his brow. 



As he moved his feet, the Eight Formation Diagram instantly glowed brightly, with 
beams of light coming together like a dragon, charging straight into the night sky, 
illuminating the heavens and the earth as bright as day! 

Chapter 1530 

A vast light rises to the sky. 

The pillar of light formed as if it ran through the night sky and Heaven’s Gate Mountain. 

The vast Tianmen Mountain was as bright as daylight. 

This scene was so shocking that it seemed like a miracle. 

And on the Tianmen Mountain Coil Road. 

Elder Long and Fan Lu were driving their car, speeding towards the mountain. 

Seeing the bright light, Elder Long jerked back and stared dumbfounded at the bright 
pillar of light that rose up from the sky inside the Tianmen Mountain villa. 

“How on earth did Zhao Broke-Ru and Jiang Qilin, The Eight Formation Diagram of 
Gods and Ghosts?” 

A terrified murmuring sound emanated from Elder Long’s mouth. 

Fan Lu, who was driving, also saw the shocking scene in the villa area through the 
rearview mirror and could not help but worry, “Elder Long, are we just going to leave 
them both alone? What if ……” 

“There’s nothing just in case! When we were fighting with the Ancient Dragonfly just 
now, Jiang Qilin and Zhao Baolu were no longer inside the villa, and there was a 
difference in the formation, so obviously the duo had kept someone in the formation and 
were at a standstill.” 

Elder Long shook his head decisively, “The Eight Formation Diagram of Gods and 
Ghosts was set up by Zhao Breru, he has absolute say within the formation, and there’s 
also the Jiang family Qilin, his strength, I’m afraid he can’t even compare to the young 
master, the two of them together, there won’t be any eventualities!” 

An explanation relieved Fan Lu’s worries a little. 

After a pause, Elder Long added in a deep voice, “Our mission is to protect the young 
lady and the Chen family bloodline, where the young lady is, we must immediately 
follow to where she is, this time …… will definitely not allow any slip-ups!” 



As he spoke, Long Lao’s fists were clenched, his eyes were determined and firm, and 
his anger was faintly flowing. 

He couldn’t forget that scene back then! 

He was also immersed in self-blame and guilt countless times, his heart like a knife. 

As a human slave, if he could not even preserve the young master’s bloodline, what 
face would he have to face the young master? 

“Then, should we inform Mr. Chen across the ocean about this matter?” 

Fan Lu suddenly gazed sideways at Elder Long. 

They, both of them, had experienced that time back then! 

They also knew the seriousness of this matter! 

Elder Long pondered for a couple of seconds and nodded, “Inform.” 

With that, he took out his mobile phone and dialed Chen Dong’s number. 

As soon as the call was answered. 

The young master said in a deep voice, “Young master, something happened here, the 
Gu family came to the door, the Gu dragonfly poked at your father-in-law and mother-in-
law about the accident, the young lady was so grief-stricken that she fainted and was 
taken to the hospital.” 

There was no hint of ambiguity or concealment, the words were straightforward. 

The phone hung up. 

The phone hung up. 

Long Lao’s right hand clutched the phone and slowly put it down, the bruises on the 
back of his hand protruding, his expression sullen. 

“What did Mr. Chen say?” 

Fan Lu asked busily. 

Elder Long’s gaze drifted a little: “Young master said that he was heading back 
immediately and asked us to protect young madam for twelve hours, and not to let 
anything go wrong during this period!” 



“Rush back? Twelve hours?” 

Fan Lu was shocked, incredulous. 

It was a day and a night for a plane to travel across the ocean! 

How could we make it back in twelve hours? 

…… 

The other side of the ocean. 

The moment Chen Dong put down his mobile phone, the temperature in the large room 
plummeted to freezing. 

His right hand held the phone and landed on the desktop, but it clicked, cracking out 
directly under his fist. 

Chen Dong sat silently, his expression indifferent, but the low air pressure that was 
invisibly emitted was suffocating! 

It was at this moment. 

Yuan Yigang walked in, and as soon as he entered the room, Yuan Yigang instantly 
changed his expression and his body couldn’t help but stiffen for a moment. 

He looked at Chen Dong who was sitting on a chair in fear, obviously sitting right there, 
but that invisible sense of oppression still made him feel like a mane and his heart 
chilled. 

“Ancestor Chen, what’s wrong?” 

Yuan Yigang asked in a frightened voice. 

“I want to go home!” 

Chen Dong got up and said indifferently, “Hong will issue an order to inform all the 
domains along the way to let them pass through without stopping!” 

The voice was cold and stern, a straightforward order, with no room for negotiation at 
all! 

Even Yuan Yigang’s heart could not help but ripple at this moment. 



“Hong, Hong will give the order? This, Ancestor, I’m afraid it’s hard to get the approval 
of the domains along the way, after all, it’s about the power of the domains, what’s 
going on?” 

Land domain, sea domain, air domain …… these are inviolable powers to my domains! 

Hong will three thousand six hundred gates, the power is huge, but not to the point that 
one order to open a hundred domains! 

“Nothing, Rothschild will issue an order, the domain’s Great Snow Dragon Riding Army 
will issue an order, the domain lord will likewise issue an order, so will my Chen Dong 
order, are these …… enough to blast away a hundred domains along the way?” 

Chen Dong calmly recounted, his body raging with coldness, his gaze bitterly staring at 
Yuan Yigang. 

Boom! 

Yuan Yigang’s brain made a loud sound. 

Something big had happened! 

Otherwise, Ancestor Chen would never have gone to such lengths to blast through the 
hundred domains along the way, even at full strength! 

“I’ll get right on it!” 

Yuan Yigang didn’t pursue the matter, it was already so serious that there was no need 
to pursue it! 

“After I leave, guard my father-in-law!” 

As Yuan Yigang was about to walk out of the room, Chen Dong said another sentence. 

He then picked up his phone again and dialed a number. 

“Rothschild, you guys have been rooted across the ocean for so many years, you 
should …… be able to help me call for a supersonic plane, right?” 

Something had happened to Gu Qingying, he had to rush back to the domain as soon 
as possible and return to Gu Qingying’s side! 

This time, he would never allow Gu Qingying and the child to have any further slip-ups! 

That was his life! 



The fastest way Chen Dong could think of to return to the domain within twelve hours 
was to blast through the airspace of the Hundred Domains and rely on supersonic 
planes! 

As Yuan Yigang walked out of Chen Dong’s mansion. 

The entire Shanhe Hall was abuzz with agitation. 

“What’s going on? Why is such a big order suddenly being given?” 

“My goodness, a top-tier Dragon Head Order that leads straight to the hundred domains 
within the domain, has the Dragon Head gone mad?” 

“Something big has happened, this order, it was issued immediately after the Dragon 
Head left Ancestor Chen’s courtyard!” 

…… 

Inside Ye Linglong’s mansion, Ye Linglong sat bored in the courtyard, fuming, when she 
suddenly heard the clamorous chatter of the Hong Society members outside, and 
immediately pricked up her ears. 

“Brother Yigang’s leading order to reach the hundred domains is related to him, has 
something happened again in the domain?” 

Ye Linglong’s expression shifted, apprehensive and worried, her eyes rolled, and she 
looked around again, before heading towards the room. 

After the Dragon Head Order was issued. 

As Chen Dong dialed out one by one, a 100,000-strong urgent order letter was also 
sent out like a nuclear bomb. 

Rothschild, Huo Zhenxiao’s personal order from the Great Snow Dragon Riders, the 
edict from the domain lord within the domain, Chen Dong’s order. 

The letters were like thunderbolts from the ninth heaven. 

It instantly made the world’s giants and powers who received the news sit up and wax 
on the spot, their scalps tingling with shock. 

“What’s happened? What has happened here? What the hell is he, Chen Dong, up to?” 

“Returning to the domain from across the ocean, he has issued so many orders, one 
heavier than the other, vowing to blast open the Hundred Domains Airspace, what has 
he gone mad about?” 



“What should we do? With all these orders coming down, should we temporarily open 
up the airspace and release an air runway or not?” 

…… 

Half an hour later. 

Chen Dong, accompanied by Yuan Yigang and Ye Yuanqiu, arrived at the airport. 

The entire airport was directly under martial law and oppressively silent. 

And within the airport runway, a supersonic aircraft had long since stalled and waited. 

Chen Dong got out of the car and walked indifferently towards the supersonic plane in 
big strides. 

Yuan Yigang and Ye Yuanqiu said in unison, “Greetings to Ancestor!” 

Just as Chen Dong was entering the plane. 

Suddenly, Yuan Yigang and Ye Yuanqiu sensed something different and looked in one 
direction at the same time. 

And at that moment, the loud roar of the supersonic plane’s engines had blasted 
through the airport, ready to take off. 

As far as the two men could see, a sports car was speeding towards the supersonic 
plane! 

Just as the supersonic plane was about to take off with its tail flames spewing, the 
sports car rushed next to the plane, the door opened, and a silhouette leapt straight 
onto the plane. 

“Not good!” 

Yuan Yigang’s face changed dramatically. 

Ye Yuanqiu even pounded his chest and wailed, “Ye Linglong, you dead girl, don’t you 
want to die?” 

 


